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Modern nuclear force predictions for the neutron-deuteron scattering lengths
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The neutron-deuteron (nd) doublet (2and) and quartet (4and) scattering lengths were calculated based on the
nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions CD Bonn 2000, AV18, Nijm I, II, and 93 alone and in selected combina-
tions with the Tucson-Melbourne~TM!, a modified version thereof, TM99, and the Urbana IX three-nucleon
(3N) forces. For eachNN and 3N force combination the3H binding energy was also calculated. In case of
TM99 and Urbana IX the 3NF parameters were adjusted to the3H binding energy. In no case~usingnp-nn
forces! the experimental value of2and was reached. We also studied the effect of the electromagnetic interac-
tions in the form introduced in AV18. Switching them off for the various nuclear force models leads to shifts
of up to 10.04 fm for 2and , which is significant for present day standards. The electromagnetic effects also
have a noticeable effect on4and , which is extremely stable under the exchange of the nuclear forces otherwise.
Only if the electromagnetic interactions are included, the current nuclear forces describe the experimental
value. As a consequence of the failure to reproduce2and also the newly measured coherentnd scattering
length (bnd) cannot be reproduced. The current nuclear force models predict3H binding energies and the2and

values around an averaged straight line~Phillips line!, but this correlation is broken visibly. This allows us to
use 2and and the3H binding energy as independent low-energy observables.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.68.034002 PACS number~s!: 21.45.1v, 24.70.1s, 25.10.1s, 25.40.Lw
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been observed a long time ago that the neut
deuteron (nd) scattering length for total three-nucleon (3N)
spin S51/2 (2and) is correlated to the3H binding energy
(E3H ). This correlation is known as the Phillips line@1#.
Indeed, calculations years later based on simplistic or m
realistic nucleon-nucelon (NN) model forces ~see Refs.
@2–7#! yielded quite a few results for the3H binding energy
and the2and scattering length, which lie on or rather close
a line in the two-dimensional plane spanned byE3H and
2and . Also 3N forces of the 2p-exchange type have bee
added. In Ref.@3# it was found that this line passes we
through the experimental point.

In recent years chiral perturbation theory and effect
theories have been applied to nuclear physics. In the pion
formulation @8–10#, which is adequate for extreme low
energy phenomena, it has been shown that3H can be ener-
getically stabilized only if a 3N contact force is introduced
~see, however, Refs.@11,12#!. In the two lowest orders of tha
framework there is just one parameter connected to thatN
force. Thus both quantities,E3H and 2and , depend on that
one parameter and are therefore correlated though the
does not hit the experimental point. In higher orders ad
tional parameters show up and the correlation is brok
which makes the two quantities independent. The same
servation was made in an approach based on chiral pertu
tion theory@13# which includes explicitely the pion degree
of freedom. In the next-to-next-to-leading-order~NNLO!,
3N forces occur the first time and they depend on two
rameters. This makesE3H and 2and independent and the
Phillips line correlation is broken. In fact, Ref.@13# uses the
0556-2813/2003/68~3!/034002~8!/$20.00 68 0340
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two experimental values to fix the two parameters of theN
force @13#. Thus we find it interesting to ask, whether th
conventional, high-precisionNN forces AV18 @14#, CD
Bonn 2000@15#, Nijm I, Nijm II, and Nijm 93 @16# alone or
in combination with the two most popular 3N force models,
Urbana IX @17# and TM99 @18,19# ~an updated Tucson
Melbourne 2p-exchange 3NF@20# modified in view of chi-
ral symmetry! lead to a strict correlation betweenE3H and
2and or whether that Phillips line correlation is also abse
Further we ask whether theNN and 3NF combinations ad
justed toE3H ~or may be only one of them! also describe
2and . One more reason to confront2and to state-of-the-art
calculations is the recent appearance of a precision neu
interferometric measurement of the nd coherent scatte
length (bnd) @21#.

The coherent scattering lengthbnd depends in addition to
2and also on the seconds-wave scattering length for the sta
of total 3N spin S53/2, 4and . Because of the Pauli prin
ciple this quantity is supposed not to be sensitive to sh
range details of the nuclear forces. We also want to inve
gate that quantity in the light of modern nuclear forces.

Additionally, we would like to add two more investiga
tions. Charge-symmetry breaking in the strongNN forces is
mostly pronounced in the states1S0, where the scattering
lengths for the neutron-neutron (nn), ann , and proton-
proton (pp), app , systems are different. However, the valu
for ann is still under debate@22,23#. Therefore we would
like to present results where thenn forces are replaced
by the ~strong! pp forces. This will provide some insigh
into the magnitudes of the shifts in2and caused by small
changes inann .
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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The other investigation is due to effects on the scatter
lengths andE3H caused by electromagnetic interaction
mostly due to magnetic moment interactions~MMI’s !. MMI
is a relativistic effect and including only that specific force
of course inconsistent, since other relativistic effects are
taken into account~see, for instance, Ref.@24# and references
therein!. But it is interesting to see this separate effect
2and and 4and ~the way they affect the binding energies
3H and 3He is known and older results have been rec
firmed recently@25#!. Here we hit some ‘‘defects’’ in curren
NN force models. TheNN potentials CD Bonn 2000, Nijm I
II, and Nijm 93 are fitted directly to theNN data without
taking electromagnetic interactions~EMI! into account~of
course the point Coulomb force in case of thepp system has
been included!. Therefore the strong forces include the e
fects of the MMI’s~and further electromagnetic corrections!.
To see the effects of the EMI’s, we have to subtract th
from theNN forces and compare to results without that su
traction. In case of AV18 the strong force plus separ
EMI’s have been fitted to the data. Thus the force free
EMI’s is just the strong AV18 force alone. In this respect w
have to define the strong force for AV18 differently than f
the CD Bonn and Nijmegen interactions.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the theo
ical formulation is briefly outlined. The results are given
Sec. III, and we end with a summary and an outlo
in Section IV. More technical details are deferred to t
Appendix.

II. FORMULATION

We use the Faddeev scheme. Including a three-nuc
force a convenient basic formulation for one partT of the
nd→n1n1p breakup amplitude@26,27# is the integral
equation

T5tPf1~11tG0!V4
(1)~11P!f1tPG0T

1~11tG0!V4
(1)~11P!G0T. ~1!

The driving term contains theNN operatort, permutation
operatorsP, the free 3N propagatorG0, and a part of the 3N
force, V4

(1) . Any 3N force can be split into three piece
where for instance the first piece is symmetrical under
change of particles 2 and 3, the second under 3-1 excha
etc. Thus the quantityV4

(1) is the part symmetrical under 2-
exchange like the operatort, which is supposed to act on th
pair 2-3. Finally,f is the initial channel state composed
the deuteron state and a momentum eigenstate of the pr
tile neutron. This integral equation can precisely be solv
using partial wave decomposition in momentum space.
details see Refs.@26,28,29#.

The operatorU for elastic scattering is given in terms o
the amplitudeT by quadrature as follows:

U5PG0
21f1PT1V4

(1)~11P!f1V4
(1)~11P!G0T. ~2!

We want to solve directly the integral equation~1! at the
threshold ofnd scattering. This is for zero initial relative
momentumqW 0 of the projectile and will directly lead to the
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scattering length. For the convenience of the reader
briefly sketch the necessary steps@30#. Our partial wave mo-
mentum space basis is denoted byupqa&, wherep andq are
the magnitudes of standard Jacobi momenta anda is a string
of angular momentum and isospin quantum numbers~see
Refs. @26,28#!. For the relative momentumqW 0 pointing in z
direction, we define the auxiliary amplitude

Ua,lI~p,q!5 (
m,md

A4pl̂

Ĵ
S l0

1

2
mUImD ~ j dmdImuJmd1m!

3^pqauUuf& ~3!

for the projectile nucleon with orbital angular momentuml

(l̂[2l11) and total angular momentumI combined with
the deuteron total angular momentumj d51 to total 3N an-
gular momentumJ. From that amplitude one obtains the pa
tial wave projected nd elastic scattering amplitude as

Ul8I 8,lI
J

5(
l 8

E p82dp8f l 8~p8!Ua
d8 ,lI~p8,q0!, ~4!

wheref l(p) are thes- andd-wave components of the deu
teron andad8 contains the deuteron quantum numbers.

Finally, the projectile and the deuteron spins can be co
bined to the total spinS and one obtains

Ul8S8,lS
J

5(
I ,I 8

AŜ8 Î 8~2 !J2I 8H l8
1

2
I 8

j dJS8
J AŜ Î ~2 !J2I

3H l
1

2
I

j dJS
J Ul8I 8,lI

J . ~5!

The S-matrix element is given in terms ofUl8S8,lS
J as

Sl8S8,lS
J

5dl8ldS8S2 i
4p

3
mq0~ i !l82lUl8S8,lS

J ~6!

leading to the doublet and quartet scattering lengths forq0
50,

2and5
2p

3
mU0 1/2,0 1/2

1/2 ,

4and5
2p

3
mU0 3/2,0 3/2

3/2 . ~7!

One also defines a coherent scattering lengthbnd as

bnd5
mn1md

md
F S 1

3D 2

and1S 2

3D 4

andG . ~8!

We defer the special form of the Faddeev integral eq
tion ~1! at q050 to the Appendix. It is free of singularitie
2-2
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MODERN NUCLEAR FORCE PREDICTIONS FOR THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 68, 034002 ~2003!
and, therefore, it can be as easily solved as a bound
problem. Also the explicit form of the elastic amplitude f
q050 is given there.

III. RESULTS

We used theNN forces CD Bonn 2000, AV18, Nijm I, II,
and Nijm 93 alone or in various combinations with the thre
nucleon forces Urbana IX~Urb IX!, the older Tucson-
Melbourne~TM! force, and the modified one~TM99!. When
we combine the Urbana IX 3NF with CD Bonn 2000, th
strength of the repulsive part of this 3NF is reduced by m
tiplying it with the factor 0.812 in order to get the properE3H
~denoted by Urb in Table I!.

Due to their non-negligible influence on thend scattering
lengths, we took special care of the electromagnetic inte
tions. In the case of the AV18 potential it is clear how
separate the strong AV18 force from the electromagn
parts because both are defined separately and added tog
for fitting the total force to theNN data. In case of thenp
system the EMI’s are given in Eqs.~11!, ~12!, and ~15! of
Ref. @14# and in Eq.~16! for the nn system.@For the np
system we did not include the very small class IV cha
asymmetric force}LW •1/2(sW i2sW j ). Also we neglected the
energy dependence of thea8.# This is different for the CD
Bonn 2000 and Nijmegen potentials, which were fitted
rectly to theNN data without adding to them other electr
magnetic interactions than the point Coulomb force in thepp
system. Therefore in order to define the strong forces in
particularNN system one needs to subtract the correspo
ing EMI, which we assume to be the same as in Ref.@14#. To
be precise, for thenp system we subtract thenp EMI’s as
defined above from thenp CD Bonn and the Nijmegen
forces. Similarly, for thenn system, we subtract from CD
Bonn the MMI as defined above. Since we also want to
the effect of replacing the strongnn force by the strongpp
force we have to define the strongpp CD Bonn and
Nijmegen forces. To this aim we subtract from these for
the pp EMI’s as given in Eqs.~3!–~8! of Ref. @14# without
the leading 1 inFc(r ) from Eq. ~10! of Ref. @14#. The lead-
ing 1 corresponds to the point Coulomb force, which w
separately taken into account in the fits of these interact
to pp data@31#.

Before we report our results, we give some comments
our numerical accuracy. As usual, the partial wave decom
sition is truncated at a certain total two-body angular m
mentumj max. Figure 1 documents the convergence of2and
as a function ofj max for CD Bonn. This shows that we
reached an accuracy of about three digits, which also h
for the otherNN forces. Adding a three-nucleon force, w
were limited to j max55 due to computer resources. Neve
theless, as Fig. 2 documents, the convergence reache
2and is two digits. In case of4and with NN forces alone we
reach four digits convergence and including a 3N force an
accuracy close to that. This is documented in Fig. 3. T
other numerical ingredients~discretization of the momenta!
are safely under control. In all calculations we took into a
count charge dependence of theNN forces using a simple
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3 tnp’’ rule to generatet matrices in isospint

51 2N states@32#. The total isospinT53/2 3N states have
been neglected@32#. We checked that their inclusion does n
change4and up to the fifth digit and the change of2and is of
the order of 0.1%. The triton binding energies have be
obtained usingj max56. They are accurate to 2 keV.

As an overview we show all our results for2and andE3H
in Fig. 4. We see a group of results based onNN forces alone
in the right half of the figure and another group close to
experimental area including 3N forces. We performed sev
eral investigations. First we take CD Bonn 2000 as it is~fit-
ted to theNN data! and use thenp-nn force combinations
appropriate for the nd system. The EMI’s in thenp andnn
systems are effectively included inside the strong forces
case of AV18 we keep all electromagnetic corrections as
@14# except the energy dependence ofa8 @MMI’s for the nn
system and the MMI’s together with the one photon Co
lomb termVC1

(np) for the np system#. The corresponding

predictions are shown as stars in Fig. 4. Since nonn forces
have been introduced for the Nijmegen interactions, we
not show similar results for these forces.

To see the effect of replacing the strongnn forces by the
strongpp forces, we performed a second series of calcu
tions, which can now include the Nijmegen interactions. T
difference betweennn and pp strong forces is mostly lo-
cated in the different scattering lengthsann andapp ~strong!
and will therefore give some information how changes inann
will show up in changes of2and . Since thereby we do no
want to change the EMI’s we keep in case of AV18 thenn
MMI. For the CD Bonn and the Nijmegen potentials th
strongpp potentials are defined as above and thenn MMI
~as for AV18! is added. The results are shown as five op
circles in Fig. 4. A comparison for CD Bonn 2000 and AV1
shows that the3H binding energy is decreased~as known
before! andand increased whennn forces are replaced bypp
forces. These two first investigations provide theoretical p
dictions for thend scattering lengths and triton binding en
ergy including all electromagnetic interactions allowing for
comparison to the experiment. This will be done below.

Before coming to this comparison, we address the effe
of the electromagnetic interactions themselves by switch
them off while generating theoretical predictions. For t
AV18 potential we just take thenp-nn and np-pp strong
force combinations alone, while in the cases of CD Bo
2000, Nijm I, II, and 93 we use the corresponding stro
forces obtained as described above. The resulting theore
predictions are shown as pluses and squares in Fig. 4 fo
np-nn and np-pp combinations, respectively. Again th
binding energy is decreased andand increased whennn
forces are replaced bypp ones. In contrast, the addition o
EMI’s decreases the binding energy and the scatte
length.

We would like to summarize the individual results
these four investigations as a dashed (np-nn with EMI’s!, a
dotted (np-pp with EMI’s!, a solid (np-nn), and a dashed-
dotted (np-pp) straight line fitted in ax2 sense. These line
are also shown in Fig. 4. They include the correspond
results with 3NF’s~see below!. We see a small shift of the
2-3
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TABLE I. Doublet and quartetnd scattering lengths2a and 4a together with the coherent scattering lengthbnd for different NN
potentials and selected combinations with different 3NF’s. All calculations have been done withj max55. The first and second rows within
each group for the different potential or potential combinations show the values obtained withnp-pp strong potentials with and without EM
interactions, respectively~see text for explanation!. The third and fourth rows within the groups for the combinations based on AV18 or
Bonn 2000 are the corresponding results, when thepp strongNN potential is replaced by thenn one~keeping thenn MMI in case that EMI
are included!. The last column shows our3H binding energies. In the second column we also included the cutoff parameterL for the TM
and TM99 forces.

2a 4a bnd E3H

Potential l/mp ~fm! ~fm! ~fm! ~MeV!

CD Bonn 2000 0.976 6.347 6.837 27.946
1.011 6.324 6.833 27.989
0.925 6.347 6.812 28.005
0.943 6.324 6.798 28.048

CD Bonn 20001TM 4.795 0.622 6.347 6.661 28.419
4.795 0.661 6.324 6.657 28.463
4.795 0.570 6.347 6.634 28.482
4.795 0.590 6.324 6.622 28.528

CD Bonn 20001TM99 4.469 0.620 6.347 6.660 28.422
4.469 0.658 6.324 6.656 28.466
4.469 0.569 6.347 6.634 28.482
4.469 0.589 6.324 6.622 28.527

CD Bonn 20001Urb 0.637 6.347 6.668 28.423
0.674 6.324 6.664 28.467
0.586 6.347 6.643 28.482
0.607 6.325 6.630 28.526

AV18 1.304 6.346 7.001 27.569
1.319 6.326 6.988 27.606
1.248 6.346 6.973 27.628
1.263 6.326 6.960 27.666

AV181TM 5.215 0.614 6.346 6.656 28.478
5.215 0.633 6.326 6.645 28.518
5.215 0.556 6.346 6.627 28.545
5.215 0.575 6.326 6.616 28.584

AV181TM99 4.764 0.645 6.346 6.671 28.417
4.764 0.663 6.326 6.660 28.457
4.764 0.587 6.346 6.643 28.482
4.764 0.606 6.326 6.632 28.522

AV181UrbIX 0.636 6.347 6.667 28.418
0.654 6.326 6.656 28.458
0.578 6.347 6.638 28.484
0.597 6.326 6.628 28.523

Nijm I 1.158 6.342 6.924 27.742
1.190 6.321 6.919 27.782

Nijm I1TM 5.120 0.601 6.342 6.646 28.493
5.120 0.638 6.321 6.643 28.535

Nijm I1TM99 4.690 0.594 6.342 6.642 28.485
4.690 0.629 6.321 6.638 28.528

Nijm II 1.231 6.345 6.964 27.663
1.259 6.325 6.957 27.700

Nijm II 1TM 5.072 0.598 6.345 6.647 28.500
5.072 0.630 6.325 6.643 28.540

Nijm II 1TM99 4.704 0.597 6.345 6.646 28.487
4.704 0.627 6.325 6.642 28.527

Nijm 93 1.196 6.343 6.944 27.672
1.225 6.322 6.937 27.712

Nijm 931TM 5.212 0.574 6.343 6.633 28.502
5.212 0.608 6.322 6.629 28.543
034002-4
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lines under exchanges ofnn versuspp forces, but a more
significant shift if the electromagnetic forces are switch
off. Though the two curves~dashed and dotted! for the cases
when the electromagnetic forces are added come close to
experimental range spanned by the uncertainty in2and , they
miss it clearly. If the electromagnetic forces are switched
the np-nn ~solid! and np-pp ~dashed-dotted! lines go
through the experimental point well inside the2and error bar.
This should be considered as accidental.

Now we want to regard our results in more detail as d
played in Table I and in the inset of Fig. 4. The theory has
be finally compared to the experimental values, which a
2and5(0.6560.04) fm @33#, 4and5(6.3560.02) fm @33#,
andbnd5(6.66960.003) fm@21#.

The results in Table I are grouped intoNN force predic-
tions only and selected combinations with the 3N forces TM,
TM99, and Urbana IX. For each potential or potential com
bination we show the results for the various scatteri
lengths and the3H binding energies. These are given for th
np-pp NN forces, with~without! EMI’s in the first ~second!
row. For AV18 and CD Bonn 2000 we also show the resu
for np-nn forces with~third row! and without~fourth row!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
j
max

0.960

0.965

0.970

0.975

0.980

0.985

0.990

0.995
2 a nd

 [
fm

]

FIG. 1. The convergence of the doublet scattering length2and as
a function of the 2N total angular momentumj max for the CD Bonn
potential.

2 3 4 5
j
max

0.54

0.55

0.56

0.57

0.58

0.59

0.60

2 a nd
 [

fm
]

FIG. 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but for the CD Bonn potent
combined with the TM 3NF.
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electromagnetic interactions. Note that in case of thenp-nn
forces including EMI’s~as described above! the combina-
tions with TM99 and Urbana IX are well fitted to the expe
mental value28.48 MeV of the 3H binding energy. For
Nijm I and II similarly accurate fits were performed based
the np-pp forces. For the older TM 3N force we did not
perform a precise~re!fit and the results are only included i
view of investigating, whether a straight line correlation b
tween2and andE3H exists. A glance at Fig. 4 tells us that th
individual results scatter around the four straight lines. Th
obviously no straight line correlation exists~this has been
known before, though for some older calculations the n
merical accuracy was maybe not sufficient to give a relia
judgement!.

Let us now concentrate on the group of results with 3N

l

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
j
max

6.3445

6.3450

6.3455

6.3460

6.3465

4 a nd
 [

fm
]

FIG. 3. The convergence of the quartet scattering length4and as
a function of j max for the CD Bonn potential~solid curve! and its
combination with the TM 3NF~dashed curve!.

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
2
a

nd
 [fm]

7.4

7.6

7.8

8.0

8.2

8.4

8.6

8.8

-E
 3 H

 [
M

eV
]

0.60 0.68

8.44

8.50

8.56

FIG. 4. The results for2and and E3H from Table I: np-nn
forces alone~pluses!, np-pp forces alone~squares!, and np-nn
and np-pp forces plus electromagnetic interactions~stars
and circles, respectively!. The four straight lines~Phillips lines!
are x2 fits (np-nn, solid; np-pp, dashed-dotted;np-nn with
EMI’s, dashed;np-pp with EMI’s, dotted!. The lines with EMI’s
miss the experimental error bar for2and @33#. The physically
interesting domain around the experimental values is shown in
inset.
2-5
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forces. These are displayed in the inset of Fig. 4. We see
results~stars! for the np-nn forces including TM99 or Ur-
bana IX, where the binding energy has been exactly fitted
where the 2and value is too small. These are the resu
achieved under the supposedly most realistic assumption
this paper. If one switches off the electromagnetic interact
~pluses! the binding energy increases and interestingly2and
moves to larger values. Regarding all results, the inclusio
the electromagnetic force in our studies shows that t
cause shifts of up to about 40 keV less binding energy an
up to about 0.04 fm decrease in2and . In no case studied the
experimental value of2and is reproduced fornp-nn or
np-pp strong forces andnn EMI’s combined with different
3NF’s with the exception ofnp-pp AV18 combined with TM
3NF, for which the theoretical prediction lies at the low
limit of the error bar.

As one learned from the approach in chiral perturbat
theory @13#, where two parameters are needed to fix
short range 3N forces at NNLO and consequently two 3N
observables to adjust them, one could foresee that
straight lines in Fig. 4 could only by accident pass throu
the experimental region. For the conventional forces use
this paper, one can think of additional 3N force diagrams
~the most obvious one thep-r exchange! where a sufficient
number of parameters would be available to fit both,E3H and
2and .

Going back to Table I we see that4and sticks always
close to the value 6.34 for thenp-pp and np-nn NN
force choices, without or with 3N forces and with EMI’s
included. This is well within the experimental4and error
bar. Interestingly, the electromagnetic interactions incre
4and in nearly all cases by about 0.02 and the pure stro
force predictions lie always outside the experimental er
bar.

Finally, one can confront theory to the very precise
known experimental value of the coherent scattering len
bnd @21#. Clearly the supposedly most realistic dynam
(nn-np NN forces plus TM99 or Urbana IX 3NF’s!
misses that value. As can be seen from Table I, when e
tromagnetic interactions are included, thenp-pp force com-
bination reaches the experimental value in case of the AV
and CD Bonn 2000 potentials combined with Urba
IX and AV18 with TM99. However, this agreement
accidental and caused by the corresponding decrease i3H
binding.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

A recently performed precise neutron interferomet
measurement of thend coherent neutron scattering leng
@21# and a planned precision measurement of the doublend
scattering length@34# stimulated us to investigate the the
retical predictions of that quantity for the high-precisionNN
forces CD Bonn 2000, AV18, Nijm I, II, and 93 in combina
tion with currently popular 3N force models. These are th
modified 2p-exchange Tucson-Melbourne~TM99! and
the Urbana IX 3N forces. We have chosen severalNN and
3NF combinations, which are separately adjusted to the3H
binding energy. ForNN forces alone with and without EMI’s
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we recovered the approximate correlation betweenE3Hand
2and , but the scatter around a thought straight line~Phillips
line! inside the band spanned by the four lines in Fig. 4
quite strong. Adding 3N forces shifts the values into
the neighborhood of the experimental range of2and ,
but misses the experimental value including its error
in all cases, where electromagnetic forces are includ
The inset of Fig. 4 clearly shows that for equal or nea
equal 3H binding energies2and can vary significantly and
vice versa.

Thus one has to conclude that2and has to be considered
as a low-energy observable, which is independent from
3H binding energy. This observation has been found bef
in approaches based on pure effective field theory~pionless
formulation! and on chiral perturbation theory~including
pion degrees of freedom!. Thus in future investigations, ad
justing both observables,E3H and 2and , for conventional
nuclear forces will require more flexibility in the choic
of 3N forces. Adding more mechanisms~on top of the
2p exchange! for 3N forces should be no obstacle. Th
is a step already performed in the effective theo
approaches@8–10,13#.

We also investigated the effects on2and resulting from
electromagnetic interactions given in Ref.@14#. The effects
on 2and and even4and are noticeable. For2and including the
electromagnetic interactions reduces its value by up to 0
fm. It is interesting to note that4and is perfectly stable unde
all exchanges of nuclear forces studied in this paper but
electromagnetic interactions affect its value, though only
the third digit. However, only when EMI’s are included th
experimental value is reproduced.

The effects of adding the electromagnetic interactions
the 3H binding energy are well known and can reach sh
of up to 40 keV less binding energy.

Due to the failure to describe2and also the recently mea
sured coherent scattering lengthbnd cannot be reproduced
theoretically. The good reproduction of4and by all interac-
tions and the small error bar of the coherent scattering len
suggests that the value of the doubletnd scattering length
might be somewhat smaller than the presently accepted
perimental one, namely, around 0.63 fm. This strongly ca
for a new, more precise measurement.

Since the scattering lengths are~extreme! low-energy
observables, it appears that the mentioned effective the
approaches are the most adequate ones. Because thes
use momenta below a certain cutoff, which is smaller th
the nucleon mass, they also allow to incorporate relativis
effects in a well defined and convergent mann
Also 3N forces appear in these approaches in a w
organized way, based a certain power counting scheme,
are consistent with theNN forces. In other words, one ca
take into account all these subtle effects, relativi
3N forces, isospin breaking, in a well controlled and syste
atic manner. In conventional approaches on the ot
hand, which include a lot of phenomenological parametri
tions and where no momentum cutoff is used, a relia
treatment of relativistic effects still poses a problem. Al
the choices of 3N force mechanisms are quite unsettle
2-6
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Therefore, in conventional approaches reliable predicti
for 2and will very likely remain a challenge for quite
some time.
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APPENDIX

This appendix summarizes various expressions exactl
the nd thresholdq050. The first part of the driving term in
Eq. ~1! turns out to be

^pqautPuf&5dl0,0 (
l a8l 0I 0

K plaUtaS 2
3

4m
q2D Uq2 l a8L wa0

~q!

3~1mdI 0mnuJM!S l00
1

2
mnUI 0mnDA l̂0

4p
.

~A1!

The quantities with index 0 refer to the initial state.
The kernel applied onT is given as
t

^pqautG0PT5E q92dq9E
21

11

dx

(
l a8

m

qq9

t l a ,l a8S p,p1 ;2
3

4m
q2D

p1
l a8 (

a9

Gāa9~q,q9,x!

p2
l a9

^p2q9a9uT

x02x
~A2!

with

x0[
2kd

22q922q2

qq9
~A3!

and ā contains the same quantum numbers asa with the exception ofl a replaced byl a8 .
For our notation see Ref.@28#. The deuteron binding energy is written as (2kd

2/m). The remaining parts related toV4
(1) can

be worked out correspondingly and can be found in Ref.@35#. Evaluating the elastic scattering amplitude one needs it aq
5q0 @see Eq.~4!#. Therefore the pointq5q050 was included. Then Eq.~A2! simplifies to

^pq50autG0PT52mdla,0E q92dq9(
l a8

t l a ,l a8~p,q9;0!(
a9

2l a9g
āa9

0l a80l a90K 1

2
q9q9a9UT

2kd
22q92 . ~A4!

One ends up with the elastic scattering amplitude at threshold,

Ul8I 8,lI
Jp

52
2kd

2

m
dl,0dl8,0gad8ad

00000(
l ,l 8

w l 8~p!

pl 8 U
p50

w l~p!

pl U
p50

1dl8,0 (
l 8,a9

2l 911gad8a9
0l 80l 90E q92dq9w l 8~q9!K 1

2
q9q9a9UT

1(
l 8

E p82dp8w l 8~p8!$V4
(1)~11P!f1V4

(1)~11P!G0T%ad8 ,lI~p8,0!. ~A5!

The geometrical coefficientsg
aa8

kl1l 2l 18 l 28 arise from the permutation operator P and are given by Eq.~A19! in Ref. @28#.
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